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In his third installment of the Ranger's Apprentice series, John Flanagan continues his
story of young William, a 13th century apprentice turned hunter and tracker. With

brothers Siward and Lewyn and dear friend Robin, the three-man party leaves France to
become an elite group within the Uther Pendragon's court. They develop new skills, many
with uncanny usefulness in battle. Early on, William is introduced to the fanatically loyal

Cammuerstain, a cross between short-tempered and fiendishly clever. Also on the quest is
a mysterious monk called the Lady of Shadows, who alone sees William's true nature.
Although Flanagan's writing is engaging and satisfying, I didn't like the far-flung, non-

European locations. From the beginning of this book, the story is set in a fictional version
of Scotland, and then later the characters travel to other locations. Ranger's Apprentice is

Book #1 in the new sequel series, The Ruins of Gorlan. In the role of apprentice to the
legendary knight and defender of the realm, Siward, (for readers who have already

completed the main series) William undertakes his first adventure with the Order of the
Dragon, the band of Knights who serve Uther Pendragon. While the story is set in Uther's
court in post-Conquest England, it takes place in Medieval Scotland, and the characters

are familiar to readers of the original series. The adventure begins in the Highlands where
William, Siward and Lewyn, now leaders of the order, journey to find an outlaw called the

Black Lion. While they eventually capture the outlaw and discover that the men who
captured them are friendly toward the outlaw, the riddle of the Black Lion remains

unsolved.
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Unfortunately, the second half of the story is somewhat of a letdown, starting with
the battle itself. Instead of the fantastic twists and turns of reality that were used in
the beginning, the story takes its time to arrange all the characters, the Baroness,

etc. at a literal action climax. Then, they pull out a twist that might just have
worked better had it been utilized earlier in the book: a love story between the two
men and a very underdeveloped third and final female character. The showdown

between the Ranger's team and the Baroness's team is an exciting, yet predictable,
close call at the end. Finally, if you're looking for more, the author, Rick Klau, has a

web site and some books of his own, and he has a blog you can visit too. With a
name like Rick Klau, he has that dark humor I enjoy too. I may have to read more of
his books at some point in the future. I know I'll enjoy any adventures that he writes

for my kids. Mercedes Lackey is the author of the Bardic Voices series and the
SERRAted Edge series (both Baen), the Heralds of Valdemar series (DAW), and

many more. Of her writing, Stephen King has stated, She'll keep you up long past
your bedtime, and Locus raved, Lackey is one of the best storytellers in the field.

She has her own fan club with over 1,000 members, and was one of the first writers
to have an online newsgroup devoted to her writing. Among her popular Baen titles

are The Fire Rose, The Lark and the Wren, and The Shadow of the Lion (with Eric
Flint and Dave Freer). She lives in Oklahoma. Additionally, we areoffering youa list

of recommended book series here. Once your child finds a title he/she loves, a
series compels more reading. Frog and Toad, for example, are fun to get to know

across a series of titles, and Laura Ingalls becomes a friend over the years and titles
in The Little Housecollection. So, order a title or two from our recommended reading

lists for each grade, and then find a great series to round out your child's
bookshelves. These are books that will help your Bobcatget lost in the moments and

(literal) pages of their childhood reading! 5ec8ef588b
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